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CLASS - BLOOMS 

Holidays are fun times spent with loved ones around.

 

 

 

Summers are very much here again and heading in for the summer 

vacations is what we all are looking forward to .Time well spent with our 

loved ones is the best we can do and this is the time to bond and make beautiful memories 

together. Holiday season is the perfect time to reflect on our blessings and seek out ways to 

make life better for those around. 

Adding on to this, we at SGS believe that we all should try and look into what has been achieved 

so far and what are the goals ahead. For a vacation to be 

is learnt also has a role to play. To strengthen the academic understanding of our young 

learners, apart from watching educational and interesting facts on television and the net, here’s 

something to revive their education times spent with us in school.

The following will definitely help in honing varied skills of your child:

 WRITTEN : 

� REVISION WORK IN ENGLISH NOTEBOOK

� ENGLISH BOOK- Pgs

� HINDI BOOK v{kj Kku

� MATH BOOK – Pgs

 

 READING : 

� ENGLISH BOOK- Pgs

� HINDI BOOK  “kCn Ikfjp;

 

 FINE MOTOR & AESTHETIC :

� ACTIVITY BOOK- Pgs
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Holidays are fun times spent with loved ones around. 

Summers are very much here again and heading in for the summer 

vacations is what we all are looking forward to .Time well spent with our 

loved ones is the best we can do and this is the time to bond and make beautiful memories 

he perfect time to reflect on our blessings and seek out ways to 

make life better for those around.  

Adding on to this, we at SGS believe that we all should try and look into what has been achieved 

so far and what are the goals ahead. For a vacation to be successfully planned, revision of what 

is learnt also has a role to play. To strengthen the academic understanding of our young 

learners, apart from watching educational and interesting facts on television and the net, here’s 

ation times spent with us in school. 

The following will definitely help in honing varied skills of your child: 

REVISION WORK IN ENGLISH NOTEBOOK 

Pgs- 35,38,42,47,50,54,59,63,67 

v{kj Kku – Pgs- 8,11,17,19,20 

Pgs- 8-14 

Pgs- 4-9 

Cn Ikfjp; - Pgs- 2,3 

FINE MOTOR & AESTHETIC : 

Pgs- 20,21,22,27,29,31 
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loved ones is the best we can do and this is the time to bond and make beautiful memories 

he perfect time to reflect on our blessings and seek out ways to 

Adding on to this, we at SGS believe that we all should try and look into what has been achieved 

successfully planned, revision of what 

is learnt also has a role to play. To strengthen the academic understanding of our young 

learners, apart from watching educational and interesting facts on television and the net, here’s 


